
The extensive line of Ford Remanufactured transmissions are vehicle make- and model year- 
specific. Add to that a 3-year, unlimited-mileage warranty1 with no commercial application  

exclusions and a no-risk core return policy, it’s easy to see why customers who demand  
durability, reliability and performance choose Ford Remanufactured transmissions. 

THEIR CLAIMS JUST  
DON’T ADD UP

Competitors can claim what they want, but the closer you look,  
the closer you come to the smart choice - a Ford Remanufactured transmission.

Ford vs. Major Competitor Remanufactured Transmissions

Ford Major Competitor
Access to proprietary Ford Engineering blueprint data for 
true OE performance specifications. Assistance Center, 
hotline and Ford Engineering support, plus more than 100 
years of engine design, innovation, manufacturing and 
remanufacturing experience.

No access to proprietary Ford data. Transmissions are  
reverse-engineered to speculate original OE specifications.

Same thermal cycling and structural durability testing  
procedures as used for Ford production transmissions 
to validate all sealing systems and structural engine 
components.

Testing procedures and design validation standards used are 
unknown.

Vehicle make- and model year-specific transmission 
model numbers, and emissions calibration specific engine 
model numbers (based on fuel type used), to ensure:
• Ease of installation
• All OE fuel economy, emissions, durability and 

performance requirements are achieved

Vehicle make and model year.

3-year, unlimited-mileage warranty1

• No commercial application exclusions
• No-risk core return credit (no extra charges if the case 

is damaged)

3-Year/100,000 Miles, or Less
• Commercial applications excluded2 

Warranty claim process: 

Simply return the vehicle to the originating place of 
service or any of the more than 3,000 Ford and Lincoln 
dealerships nationwide.

Warranty claim process2 :
1. The buyer must notify major competitor of any warranty 

claim prior to repair for assignment of an authorization 
number.

2. The work will be performed either at major competitor’s 
factory or by another selected vendor.

3. It is the sole responsibility of the buyer to pay for such
work and, in writing, submit a claim with the alleged
defective parts shipped prepaid to major competitor  for 
its review and sole determination.

1 See dealer for limited warranty details. 2 Major Competitor Source: AD-E06-86-56940 3-3-15.
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